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ANNOTATION 

This article gives information about the importance of culture bound among 

different cultures. In this article it has several paragraphs, which give full data about 

this article. It is based on what is culture bound? What are examples of culture-bound? 

What are culture specific terms? What words are called as culture-bound words? What 

type of word is bound?  What are the 7 cultural bound values? What are bound words? 

What is bound used for? What is culture bound value? What is a bound or free word? 

In this article, candidates can learn how to be a good learner and do every task to achieve 

good results in the field of intercultural communication between cultures. 

Key words: What is culture-bound? culture specific terms, cultural bound 

values, free word, what is bound used for? 

What are examples of culture-bound? 

Culture-bound syndromes include, among others, amok, amurakh, bangungut, 

hsieh-ping, imu, jumping Frenchmen of Maine syndrome, koro, latah, mal de pelea, 

myriachit, piblokto, susto, voodoo death, and windigo psychosis. Also called culture-

specific syndrome. 

What are culture specific terms? 

Culture-specific references connoting different aspects of everyday life such as 

education, politics, history, art, institutions, legal systems, units of measurement, place 

names, foods and drinks, sports and national pastimes, as experienced in different 

countries and nations of the world. 

What words are called as culture-bound words? 

A culture-bound word names an object peculiar to this or that ethnic culture. 

Equivalent-lacking words include, along with culture-bound words, neologisms, i.e. 

newly coined forms, dialect words, slang, taboo-words, foreign (third language) terms, 

proper names, misspellings, archaisms. 
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What type of word is bound? 

The word bound is most commonly used as an adjective, but can also function as 

a verb, a noun and a suffix. 

What are the 7 cultural bound values? 

Explain culture bound values: individual-centered, verbal/emotional/behavioral 

expressiveness, communication patterns from client to counselor, openness and 

intimacy, analytic/linear/verbal (cause-effect) approach, and clear distinctions between 

mental and physical well-being. 

What are bound words? 

A bound morpheme is a word element that cannot stand alone as a word, 

including both prefixes and suffixes. Free morphemes, by contrast, can stand alone as 

a word and cannot be broken down further into other word elements. 

What is bound used for? 

Bound adjective (CERTAIN) 

Certain or extremely likely to happen: [ + to infinitive ] You're bound to forget 

people's names occasionally. You're bound to feel nervous about your interview. These 

two young musicians are bound for international success (= are certain to be 

successful). 
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